A Diagnostic Approach to Bone Tumours
Abstract
In this review we discuss an approach to diagnosing primary bone tumours namely the cartilaginous,
bone-forming, giant cell-rich, fibro-osseous and round cell neoplasms. Less common lesions
including chordoma are also discussed. The value of integrating clinical, histopathological and
relevant radiological features is emphasised with a view to providing the general Histopathologist
with a methodical approach to reaching an accurate diagnosis. For more detailed information we
recommend referring to comprehensive text book on bone tumours recently published (Czerniak,
2016)1. Key Words: Bone tumours; diagnostic approach; cartilaginous tumours; bone-forming
tumours; giant cell-rich tumours; fibro-osseous tumours, round-cell tumours, notochord.
1.1 Introduction
Primary bone tumours are a heterogeneous group of benign and malignant neoplasms with wideranging histological appearances and genetic alterations. The clinical presentation depends on the
tumour site but most are associated with pain, particularly at night. Specialist centres for rare
diseases are good for patients as they benefit from a wealth of experience of a multidisciplinary
team.
1.2 Guidelines for how to approach primary bone tumours are described below
1.2.1 Simple histological classification
As primary malignant bone tumours represent less than 1% of all cancers, it is best to consider in the
first instance whether a tumour in bone represents either metastatic carcinoma, a germ cell tumour,
a primary haematological malignancy, or the consequence of a degenerative or metabolic disorder.
Once discounted, consider the morphological features and how best to classify the tumour in broad
terms.
Primary bone tumour classification: Cartilage-forming, bone-forming, giant cell (osteoclast-rich),
fibro-osseous, round cell and notochordal.
Many primary bone tumours comprise of a spectrum of histological phenotypes, for example, an
osteosarcoma may be chondroblastic; mesenchymal chondrosarcoma exhibits a round cell ‘Ewingtype’ appearance with islands of chondro-osseous extracellular matrix; chondroblastoma is
immature cartilage-forming with an osteoclast-rich component; and phosphaturic mesenchymal
tumour exhibits a range of features and is associated with hypophosphataemia and vitamin D
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resistant rickets. Once grouped broadly on histological grounds, correlation with the clinical
information and the imaging should narrow the diagnosis.
Correlation of the histological findings on a biopsy with imaging is essential: modern imaging
techniques allow the histological and gross features of a tumour to be appreciated. In most
circumstances the most ‘worrying’ areas are biopsied.

1.2.2 Location, location, location: access to imaging is essential for musculoskeletal pathologists
Is the tumour sited ‘in the bone’ (central), ‘on the bone’ (surface) or in the cortex?
Surface lesions: the differential diagnosis includes the various types of bone tumours described
below:
Cartilage-forming: osteochondroma (connected with the underlying bone marrow), periosteal
chondroma
Bone and cartilage-forming: bizarre paraosteal osteochondromatous proliferation (BPOP) (generally
on the hand)
Bone-forming: a surface osteosarcoma (generally involving the tubular long bones), parosteal
osteosarcoma
Fibro-osseous: fibrous dysplasia protuberans, parosteal osteosarcoma
Osteoclast-rich: aneurysmal bone cyst expanding onto the bone surface

Central bone tumours: where is the lesion sited?
Epiphyseal: giant cell tumour of bone, chondroblastoma, clear cell chondrosarcoma
Metaphyseal: osteosarcoma, conventional cartilage-forming tumours, chondromyxoid fibroma,
aneurysmal bone cyst
Diaphyseal: osteoblastoma, osteofibrous dysplasia (intra-cortical), adamantinoma (intra-cortical)
These represent important examples but this is not a comprehensive list and exceptions occur
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1.3 HISTOLOGICAL FEATURES AND TERMINOLOGY SPECIFIC TO BONE PATHOLOGY
Entrapment of host lamellar bone – a histological hallmark of malignancy
1.3.1 Entrapment of host lamellar bone by the tumour, otherwise referred to as ‘a permeative
growth pattern’ is a diagnostic hallmark of malignancy. This was first described by Mirra2 and reflects
the speed at which a tumour is growing. The definition of ‘entrapment of host lamellar bone’ is that
the bone exhibits Howslip’s lacunae on at least three sides (Figure 1D). The absence of this finding
does not exclude a malignant process and could be explained on the basis of sampling and that the
tumour is growing so rapidly that the adjacent host bone is completely destroyed.
1.3.2 Pitfall: if a patient has sustained a fracture or has had previous surgery, host bone can be
displaced and appear to be ‘entrapped’.
1.3.3 Encasement of tumour by bone describes a benign process and is generally seen in well
differentiated cartilaginous tumours. The tumour is surrounded or partly surrounded by bone and
this reflects that the tumour is growing sufficiently slowly to induce bone formation from cells in the
bone marrow (Figure 1C).

1.4 CARTILAGE-FORMING TUMOURS
1.4.1 Cartilaginous tumours (including benign and malignant types) represent the most common
primary neoplasms of bone, and the most common malignant bone tumours in adults. They are
classified as conventional and non-conventional. The histology of the former bares a close
resemblance to non-neoplastic hyaline articular cartilage and includes enchondroma and its
malignant counterpart conventional central chondrosarcoma, and osteochondroma and its
malignant counterpart conventional peripheral chondrosarcoma. The non-conventional group
includes

chondroblastoma,

chondromyxoid

fibroma,

dedifferentiated

chondrosarcoma,

mesenchymal chondrosarcoma, and clear cell chondrosarcoma.
Conventional cartilaginous tumours
1.4.2 Enchondroma and central chondrosarcoma
Enchondroma is the most common of all cartilaginous tumours, occurring over a wide age
distribution (2nd – 7th decades). The true incidence is not known and they are often detected
incidentally. They may occur in any bone but show a predilection for the small bones of the hands
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and feet: they are extremely rare at axial sites. They have a characteristic radiological appearance
(Figure 1A) and correlation with these finding is often essential in reaching a definitive diagnosis. A
small proportion progress and transform into central conventional chondrosarcoma (Figure 1B).
1.4.3 Histologically, enchondromas demonstrate abundant hyaline matrix often encased by a rim of
mature lamellar bone (Figure 1C). The chondrocytes are present in small numbers, the nuclei of
which reveal a closed dense chromatin pattern and inconspicuous nucleoli. Histological and
radiological features of enchondroma and chondrosarcoma grade (G) I are subtle making distinction
between them nigh impossible: this is confirmed by evidence that there is considerable inter- and
intra-observer variability between histopathologists making these diagnoses3. Hence we often report
such tumours as ‘well differentiated cartilaginous’: we prefer not to use the term ‘low grade
chondral tumours’ as grading a tumour should be restricted to malignant disease. There is good
correlation between grading on needle biopsy and subsequent resection if the radiology and
histology are reported by specialists4. Transition from benign (enchondroma) to malignant disease
GI, GII, GIII is reflected by increasing cellularity, chondrocyte binucleation and a reduction in the
hyaline matrix with accompanying myxoid change. Grade I tumours have a hyaline matrix and
chondrocytes with closed pyknotic nuclei and inconspicuous nucleoli. Host bone permeation may be
identified in which the residual bone trabeculae may be necrotic. Grade II tumours have a myxoid
and hyaline stroma with chondrocytes showing an open chromatin pattern and conspicuous
nucleoli. Grade III tumours are highly cellular with nuclear pleomorphism and a mitotic count of two
or more per 10 high power fields (Figures 1D-F).
1.4.5 Chondrosarcoma of the small bones of the hands and feet is exceptionally rare5 and a definitive
diagnosis in this location requires unequivocal host bone permeation with sound radiological
correlation. The metastatic potential of chondrosarcoma of the small bones of the hands and feet is
negligible. To reflect this, we conclude our reports with ‘chondrosarcoma of the phalanges has a
negligible risk of metastasis’.
1.4.6 Clinical outcome and management
The management of enchondromas and conventional central chondrosarcoma GI in the long bones
is generally curettage and the clinical outcome is excellent. Hence, for treatment purposes they can
be grouped as ‘well-differentiated central cartilaginous tumours’. In contrast, conventional central
chondrosarcoma GII and III represent high grade disease requiring wide local excision as they have a
significant risk of local recurrence if curetted, and may metastasise. Patients with chondrosarcoma
GII have a 50% 5-year survival, with a metastatic potential of 10-15%. Grade III chondrosarcoma
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represents only 10-15% of all central chondrosarcomas and has an extremely poor prognosis with 5year survival rates of approximately 5%, and metastatic potential of 50% 6.
1.4.7 Isocitrate dehydrogenase type 1 (IDH1) and Isocitrate dehydrogenase type 2 (IDH2)
mutations
Mutations in Isocitrate dehydrogenase type 1 and 2 (IDH1/2) in cartilaginous tumours are highly
specific

for

enchondromas,

central

conventional

chondrosarcomas,

periosteal

chondroma/chondrosarcoma and dedifferentiated chondrosarcoma but are only seen in
approximately 60% of such tumours 7. These mutations are not seen in diagnostic mimics including
osteochondromas, synovial chondromatosis, clear cell, peripheral and mesenchymal variants of
chondrosarcoma, or osteosarcoma 8.

1.5 Osteochondroma and Conventional Peripheral Chondrosarcoma
1.5.1 Osteochondroma (exostosis) is a benign conventional cartilaginous tumour. It is a common
lesion, representing approximately 30% of all bone tumours and presents in two main forms, most
commonly as a solitary lesion, but also as multiple lesions in the multiple osteochondroma (MO)
syndrome

9, 10

. Most commonly they are seen in long bones particularly at the proximal and distal

ends of the femur but they can occur in almost any location. Transformation to a high-grade
(peripheral) chondrosarcoma is uncommon, with high grade peripheral chondrosarcoma accounting
for no more than 10-15% of all conventional chondrosarcomas 11.
1.5.2 Radiologically, osteochondroma can be either a broad-based or pedunculated tumour but in all
cases the stalk is in continuity with the underlying the medullary cavity hence these tumours are
rarely biopsied prior to resection. X-ray only reveals the calcified and ossified component of a
cartilaginous tumour and a MRI is required to reveal the uncalcified mass.
1.5.3 Osteochondroma is characterised by a mature hyaline cartilaginous cap which continues to
grow until puberty, at which time the growth plate fuses, and the cap, which may reach up to 50mm,
undergoes calcification and ossification. A narrow cartilaginous cap of a few mm remains and in
some areas may no longer be visible (Figure 2A). Consequently, any “osteochondroma” with a
cartilage cap of greater than 20mm in thickness occurring in a mature skeleton is arbitrarily
considered to represent a conventional peripheral chondrosarcoma (Figure 2B). However, as
calcification of the cartilage cap occurs over a number of years (after puberty), such measurements
must be interpreted in the context of the radiological features.
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1.5.4 The pathologist should slice the tumour to determine the thickness of the cartilage cap, and
also note if the cartilage extends to the gross excision margins. Osteochondromas resected shortly
after reaching skeletal maturity at puberty (up to their early 20s) may continue to reveal a hyaline
cartilage cap measuring focally up to 10-15mm but the presence of calcified areas is indicative of
involution. Even if quite large (50mm), these tumours rarely invade underlying bone. However, the
presence of a myxoid and or fleshy matrix is worrying and would suggest transformation to a
chondrosarcoma.
1.5.5 Histologically, osteochondromas are characterised by a mature hyaline cartilaginous cap with
an underlying zone of endochondral ossification, recapitulating the organised appearance of the
epiphyseal growth plate (Figure 2C). Peripheral chondrosarcoma GI can grow to a considerable size
(50-100mm) while retaining a largely hyaline matrix without invading the underlying bone. Hence,
the size of the cartilage cap is important. However, the organised cellular arrangement of an
osteochondroma will be lost in a peripheral chondrosarcoma and replaced by an organoid or clonal
arrangement of neoplastic chondrocytes, particularly evident on the cap surface. The chondrocytes
will exhibit an open chromatin pattern although this can be subtle. Management of these lesions is
made at a bone tumour multidisciplinary meeting. If fully excised peripheral chondrosarcoma GI is
curable but if centrally placed (in the pelvis) they may be difficult to excise without morbid surgery.
Incompletely excised tumours may recur and transform into high grade chondrosarcoma or a
dedifferentiated chondrosarcoma (vide infra), although this is uncommon.
1.5.6 The histology of GII and GIII disease is like that of central chondrosarcoma (Figure 2D).
1.5.7 Hereditary multiple osteochondromas is an autosomal dominant disorder characterised by
mutations in EXT-1 and EXT-2. Sporadic solitary osteochondromas may also harbour these
mutations. 12, 13.
1.6 Dedifferentiated Chondrosarcoma
1.6.1 Dedifferentiation in a chondrosarcoma represents an aggressive complication occurring in
approximately 10% of central chondrosarcomas but is extremely rare in the peripheral counterpart.
The presence of a dimorphic tumour on MRI in which one component shows the features of a low
grade chondral tumour (i.e. a lobular morphology with a high T2 signal) combined with features of a
spindle cell sarcoma on biopsy suggests this diagnosis. Histologically, it is characterised by a
conventional chondrosarcomatous component, usually GI or GII, abutting a high-grade sarcoma with
an undifferentiated appearance

14, 15

. Heterologous elements, most commonly osteosarcomatous

can be seen but rhabdomyosarcomatous and osteoclast-rich elements also occur potentially leading
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to a misdiagnosis of osteosarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma/Triton tumour, and a giant cell tumour of
bone respectively. Distinguishing between a primary osteosarcoma and a dedifferentiated
chondrosarcoma usually has management implications: osteosarcoma is generally treated with
neoadjuvant chemotherapy whereas this is not the case for chondrosarcoma. Radiological and
demographic data can be very helpful in making the distinction however in difficult cases the
identification of an IDH1 or an IDH2 mutation establishes of the diagnosis of dedifferentiated
chondrosarcoma. However, these substitutions only occur in approximately 60% of such tumours 7.
There are now targeted therapies available against mutant IDH1 and IDH2 and failure to detect such
mutations could potentially deny a patient being offered entry into on-going early phase clinical
trials 16.
1.7 Ollier disease and Maffucci syndrome (Multiple enchondromas)
1.7.1 Ollier disease and Maffucci syndrome represent the most common form of multiple
enchondromas and are genetically related non-familial disorders. Ollier disease is characterised by
multiple enchondromas, and Maffucci syndrome has the additional features of soft tissue (and more
rarely visceral) spindle cell haemangiomas. Early post-zygotic somatic mutations in IDH1, and less
commonly IDH2, account for this mosaic disorder in virtually all cases. Hence, detection of an IDH1/2
mutation does not help grade a cartilaginous tumour occurring in these syndromic patients as it is
present ab initio – from enchondroma through to dedifferentiated chondrosarcoma

7, 17

. Patients

with these syndromes are at risk of developing chondrosarcoma in addition to many other
malignancies including glioma, glioblastoma multiforme and acute myeloid leukaemia. Individuals
with multiple enchondromas without IDH1/2 mutations are likely to have another form of multiple
enchondromas

syndrome,

such

as

metachondromatosis

(PTPN11)
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and

spondyloenchondrodysplasia (ACP5) 19, and others as yet without a known genetic alteration.
1.8 Non-conventional cartilaginous tumours
1.8.1 Chondroblastoma
Chondroblastoma occurs at the epiphysis of the long bones and at apophyseal sites most commonly
presenting in skeletally immature individuals. Histologically, the constituent neoplastic cell is the
chondroblast (Figure 3A). Over 95% of chondroblastomas harbour a H3F3 K36M mutation, a highly
specific marker which can be detected by a highly sensitive antibody

20, 21

. Chondroblastomas

generally contain an osteoclast-rich component, thereby being included in the differential diagnosis
of osteoclast-rich tumours 22. Secondary aneurysmal bone cyst is not uncommonly associated with
chondroblastoma but the presence of even a few H3.3 K36M mutant-positive cells on
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immunohistochemistry provides the diagnosis. In the absence of this characteristic mutation,
chondromyxoid fibroma and phosphaturic mesenchymal tumour (PMT), the latter showing a
“grungy” pattern of calcification should be considered. PMT is generally associated with low levels of
blood phosphate levels and osteomalacia as a consequence of high levels of fibroblastic growth
factor 23 (FGF23) which can be detected using an in situ hybridisation technology – RNAScope 23.
1.8.2 Chondromyxoid Fibroma
Chondromyxoid fibroma is a non-conventional benign bone tumour showing cartilaginous
differentiation with a predilection for the metaphysis of the tubular long bones and the flat bones of
the hands and feet. It occasionally occurs within the flat bones of the pelvis where it presents as an
incidental finding. Histologically, the tumour is well demarcated from the adjacent non-neoplastic
bone and has a myxoid stroma with lobulation reflecting cellular and less cellular areas and true
hyaline cartilage with lacuna formation is rare. The tumour cells may show nuclear pleomorphism
and hyperchromasia potentially leading to an erroneous diagnosis of a conventional
chondrosarcoma 24. Mitoses and necrosis are exceptionally rare in chondromyxoid fibroma (Figure
3B).

The differential diagnosis includes phosphaturic mesenchymal tumour: measurement of

calcium and phosphate in the blood can help resolve this.
Chondromyxoid fibromas are characterised by chromothripsis on chromosome 6q in more than 90%
leading to upregulation of glutamate receptor metabotropic-1 (GRM1) 25. As yet the identification of
this complex rearrangement is not used in clinical practice for diagnostic purposes.
1.8.3 Bizarre Paraosteal Osteochondromatous Proliferation (BPOP)
Bizarre parosteal osteochondromatous proliferation (BPOP), also known as Nora’s lesion
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, is a

benign, locally recurring surface tumour of the small bones of the hands and feet most commonly
presenting in the 2nd and 3rd decades of life . Rarely it may affect the tubular long bones and less
commonly the craniofacial skeleton (Figure 3C). Their often-rapid growth can give rise to clinical
suspicion of malignancy, compounded by histologically complex features of a bone and cartilageforming lesion which can lead the unwary to concerns about a chondrosarcoma or an osteosarcoma.
However, the site and size of a BPOP, together with the absence of atypical mitoses, host bone
entrapment and a periosteal reaction generally excludes a high-grade bone sarcoma. Re-excision of
a locally recurrent lesion is recommended. Malignant transformation has not been reported.
Radiologically the tumour is “stuck on” to the bone surface showing no continuity with the
medullary cavity, helping to differentiate it from an osteochondroma. However imaging may not be
available.
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1.8.4 Mesenchymal chondrosarcoma
This rare tumour occurs in bone and soft tissue. Favoured sites include the craniofacial skeleton, the
ribs and vertebrae. It commonly presents in the 2nd and 3rd decades. The histological appearance is
highly characteristic (Figure 3D). In the absence of sampling the chondro-osseous component, it is
easy to misdiagnose as Ewing sarcoma. Molecular pathology tests are valuable for reaching a
diagnosis, as the identification of the characteristic HEY1-NCOA2 fusion gene 27 is mutually exclusive
with the genetic alteration characteristic of Ewing sarcoma.
BONE-FORMING TUMOURS
1.9 Osteoid osteoma and osteoblastoma
1.9.1 Osteoid osteoma and osteoblastoma are benign bone-forming tumours occurring in the
cortical and medullary bone respectively. They involve the metaphyseal/diaphyseal region of the
tubular long bones (most commonly distal femur), the vertebral bodies, and the small bones of the
hands and feet
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. The pain of osteoid osteoma is characteristically relieved significantly by non-

steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs which is not the case for osteoblastoma. Both osteoid osteoma
and osteoblastoma have circumscribed margins radiologically and histologically and osteoid
osteoma usually has prominent associated surrounding sclerosis. Both have a central nidus which
can be seen histologically and arbitrary measurements are used to distinguish them (less than 20
mm in the osteoid osteoma and >20 mm in osteoblastoma). In both, the nidus is composed of
irregular anastomosing bony trabeculae showing very prominent osteoblastic rimming with an
intervening richly vascularised stroma (Figure 4)
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. Osteoclasts may also be conspicuous.

Osteoblastomas showing striking cellular atypia are referred to as bizarre and/or aggressive
osteoblastomas but the clinical outcome does not differ to those without these atypical cells.
Secondary aneurysmal bone cyst formation may occur.
2.0 Osteosarcoma
2.0.1 Osteosarcoma is the most common primary non-haematopoietic tumour of bone,
characterised by osteoid-producing malignant cells. It rarely occurs before the age of 4, and is most
commonly seen between the ages of 10 and 14, but 30% occur over the age of 40. Extraskeletal
osteosarcomas are classified based on anatomical location (i.e soft tissue with no skeletal
continuity), and their differential diagnosis includes malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumour, and
dedifferentiated liposarcoma with heterologous bone forming elements.
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2.0.2 High grade osteosarcoma of bone is treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy: the response to
treatment is one of the most important prognostic indicators of overall and disease-free survival. A
good response to chemotherapy is defined as >90% tumour necrosis post-treatment (Figure 5A, B).
2.0.3 There are various osteosarcoma subtypes classified on the basis of grade (low and high),
morphology and anatomical site (central and surface). Central tumours are most common, and most
are

high

grade:

these

include

osteoblastic

(70-80%)

chondroblastic

(10-15%),

fibroblastic/pleomorphic (10%), telangiectatic (<4%), and rare variants (giant cell-rich, small cell,
osteoblastoma-like) (Figure 5). High grade surface osteosarcoma is extremely rare and is treated the
same as high grade centrally-sited tumours. Low grade osteosarcomas are also rare, representing 4%
of all skeletal osteosarcomas: they arise in the medullary space (low grade central osteosarcoma,
1%)
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; and on the bone surface (parosteal osteosarcoma, 3%). Parosteal osteosarcoma may

transform to high grade disease (in 10-15% of cases), referred to as dedifferentiated parosteal
osteosarcoma. Another exceptionally rare surface variant is known as periosteal osteosarcoma (vide
infra).
2.1 Tips when reporting osteosarcoma
2.1.1 Osteoid deposition associated with highly atypical cells is the characteristic feature of highgrade osteosarcomas but the amount varies considerably. It is generally abundant in the osteoblastic
type and can be minimal in the telangiectatic subtype. The morphological variants of high grade
osteosarcoma do not influence the management of the disease or predict a response to treatment.
2.1.2 The large cells with low nuclear: cytoplasmic ratio in ‘bizarre’ osteoblastoma can be mistaken
for osteosarcoma.
2.1.3 Aneurysmal bone cyst can be mistaken for telangiectatic osteosarcoma and vice versa.
2.1.4 Primary high grade fibrosarcoma or pleomorphic sarcoma in bone in which no osteoid is
identified are generally managed with the same chemotherapeutic regime as an osteosarcoma.
However, before making such a diagnosis it is important to exclude that the lesion does not
represent a soft tissue tumour extending into bone, a dedifferentiated chondrosarcoma or
metastatic disease (e.g. sarcomatoid renal cell carcinoma) from elsewhere. Imaging may help
identify bone formation in cases where matrix is not noted in the biopsy, confirming a diagnosis of
osteosarcoma and guiding management.
2.1.5 It can be difficult to distinguish a chondroblastic osteosarcoma from a conventional
chondrosarcoma. Focussing on the degree of the chondrocyte atypia and the volume of extracellular
matrix is helpful. In general, the severity of the nuclear atypia in chondroblastic osteosarcoma is
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discordant with the amount of myxoid matrix, that is there is severe atypia and a significant amount
of cartilaginous matrix (Figure 5D). Imaging and demographics should be considered.
2.1.6 Immunohistochemistry is not generally helpful in reaching a diagnosis: cytokeratins, S100 and
other markers can be expressed in osteosarcoma. SATB2 is not specific for osteosarcoma.
2.1.7 Small cell osteosarcoma is exceptionally rare: Ewing sarcoma, lymphoma, carcinoma,
mesenchymal chondrosarcoma, and histiocytic neoplasms should be excluded before proving this
diagnosis.
2.1.8 Most osteosarcomas represent primary disease, but a small percentage particularly in those
presenting >40 years is secondary to irradiation, Pagetic disease, fibrous dysplasia, giant cell tumour
of bone30, and bone infarction.
2.1.9 Approximately, 20% of patients with osteosarcoma harbour a germline genetic mutation, most
commonly involving TP53 causing Li-Fraumeni syndrome, bilateral retinoblastoma syndrome, and
Rothmund-Thomson syndrome 31.
The somatic genetic alterations in osteosarcoma reveal that structural variants represent the
predominant source of mutations and that there is a diverse landscape of driver genes: nearly 30%
exhibit chromothripsis on one or more chromosomes, and a distinct copy number pattern of
combined chromothripsis and amplification occurred in approximately 60% of cases32.

2.2 Low Grade Central Osteosarcoma
2.2.1 Low grade central osteosarcoma most commonly occurs in the third decade of life and favours
the tubular long bones, in particular the distal femur and proximal tibia. If completely excised and in
the absence of an associated high grade component, the prognosis is good with only 15% of tumours
metastasising. Histologically the tumour is composed of fascicles of mildly atypical spindle cells and
may exhibit a fibrous dysplasia-type phenotype (Figure 5F), however as GNAS mutations are
detected in >95% of FD cases, the absence of such a mutation largely excludes this diagnosis 33. In
contrast, the detection of a GNAS mutation does not completely exclude a diagnosis of an
osteosarcoma as 1% of fibrous dysplasia transforms into osteosarcoma. Entrapment of host lamellar
bone is helpful in reaching a malignant diagnosis. Imaging is important to assess for lack of a
homogeneous signal and can direct the site from where a biopsy should be taken. Following
resection extensive sampling is required to exclude transformation to high grade disease.
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2.2.2 Approximately 40% of low grade central osteosarcomas harbour amplification of MDM2 and
this is mutually exclusive with GNAS mutations which occur in fibrous dysplasia. GNAS mutations are
rarely if ever detected in low grade central osteosarcomas 33.
SURFACE OSTEOSARCOMA
2.3 Parosteal Osteosarcoma
2.3.1 Paraosteal osteosarcoma is the most common of the surface osteosarcoma variants, occurring
in adults most commonly in the third decade of life. If fully excised survival is good but reports
indicate that if incompletely excised, there is a high recurrence rate, which may be many years later
with transformation to high grade disease (sometimes referred to as ‘dedifferentiation’) and risk of
metastasis. In one series, 40% of recurrences of parosteal osteosarcoma were associated with dedifferentiation 34. The tumour arises directly from the external layer of the periosteum in a highly
characteristic location with approximately 80% occurring on the posterior aspect of the metaphysis
of the distal femur. Approximately half of parosteal osteosarcomas show cartilaginous
differentiation, which can be extensive. It may be distributed throughout the tumour or take the
form of a cartilaginous cap causing it to be mistaken for an osteochondroma. However, unlike an
osteochondroma, parosteal osteosarcoma is ‘stuck on’ to the cortical bone and lacks continuity with
underlying medullary bone.
2.3.2 Parosteal osteosarcoma histologically is composed of cellular fascicles of mildly to moderately
atypical spindle cells interspersed with parallel bony trabeculae. The presence of a more densely
cellular tumour with nuclear pleomorphism and conspicuous mitotic activity is characteristic of
transformation to high grade disease. However, distinguishing low from high grade disease is
subjective and not always easy. High grade disease is associated with a more aggressive course and a
poorer prognosis. Genetically parosteal osteosarcoma, irrespective of grade, shows amplification of
MDM2 and CDK4 in approximately 85% of cases 35; to date there is no objective biomarker defining
transformation to high grade disease.
2.4 Periosteal Osteosarcoma
2.4.1 Periosteal osteosarcoma is an exceptionally rare variant of osteosarcoma: it is an intermediate
grade surface tumour most commonly occurring in the second and third decades of life. It shows a
predominant chondroblastic morphology, and osteoid is usually focal. There is no characteristic
genetic alteration reported. Periosteal osteosarcoma has a better prognosis as compared to
conventional osteosarcoma with approximately 80% of patients surviving long term

36

and has
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therefore come to be classified as an intermediate grade tumour. This rare tumour is managed with
neo-adjuvant chemotherapy followed by surgical resection.

2.5 OSTEOCLAST CELL-RICH TUMOURS
Assessment of serum calcium and phosphate levels should be undertaken in all osteoclast-rich
lesions to exclude hyperparathyroidism and other metabolic diseases where a definitive diagnosis
based on molecular findings has not been proven.
The differential diagnosis of giant cell tumours includes aneurysmal bone cyst, chondroblastoma,
giant cell granuloma of the jaw and small bones of the hand and feet, brown tumour of
hyperparathytroidism, fibrous dysplasia, Pagetic bone disease and osteoclast-rich lesions of the jaw
seen in germline disorders including Cherubism, Noonan syndrome, and Neurofibromatosis 37, 38.
Multiple osteoclast-rich tumours require further investigation to exclude hyperparathyroidism and
germline conditions. Multiple giant cell tumours with H3F3A G34W mutations has been recently
reported to occur as part of a mosaic disorder in conjunction with paragangliomas and other
tumours. Multiple giant cell tumour-type/non-ossifying fibroma-type lesions can also occur in the
presence of the linear naevus sebaceous syndrome, associated with HRAS/KRAS mutations.

2.6 Giant cell tumour of bone
2.6.1 Giant cell tumour of bone is a locally aggressive and rarely metastasising tumour, occurring in
the epiphysis of the long bones. It is exceptional to see this tumour in the immature skeleton. Most
present in the second to fourth decades. Favoured sites are the distal femur and proximal tibia
followed by the distal radius and the sacrum.
2.6.2 The most common treatment is curettage and cementation however if tumour recurs or
involves the joint, a wide resection with a prosthetic implant may be required. Denosumab, a RANKL
inhibitor, is now employed for the treatment of giant cell tumours in surgically inaccessible sites
such as the pelvis and sacrum, and base of skull. This inhibitor blocks recruitment of osteoclasts
resulting in maturation of the neoplastic cells and bone formation. The histological changes
associated with Denosumab many lead to the erroneous diagnosis of osteosarcoma 39.

2.6.3 Histologically, giant cell tumours of bone are composed of large osteoclasts containing up to
100 nuclei with interspersed mononuclear cells, representing the neoplastic component (Figure 6A).
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These cells express high levels of receptor activator nuclear factor κ-B (RANKL), which accounts for
the recruitment of the osteoclast-like giant cells as a non-neoplastic reactive population. Mitotic
figures may be seen in large numbers although the presence of atypical forms raises concerns of a
sarcoma. More than 95% of giant cell tumours of bone harbour a p.G34 point mutation in the H3F3A
gene. This mutation is only detected in the mononuclear cell component, confirming these as the
neoplastic element of giant cell tumour of bone (Figure 6B). The vast majority of mutations are
represented by p.G34W but p.G34L occurs in small numbers. The former can be detected by
immunohistochemistry, simplifying the diagnosis of these tumours

40

. The antibody is highly

sensitive and specific for this diagnosis41. However as approximately 2% of osteosarcomas also
harbour a H3.3 G34 mutation it is not possible to rely purely on the presence of this alteration for
making a diagnosis of giant cell tumour of bone: morphological, radiological and clinical correlation
remain essential41.

2.6.4 The main challenge to making a diagnosis of giant cell tumour of bone is to distinguish it from
an osteoclast-rich osteosarcoma. For this, histological assessment remains the gold standard:
osteoclast-rich osteosarcoma and malignant giant cell tumour of bone show significant atypia in the
mononuclear cell component, often with atypical mitoses, not seen in giant cell tumours of bone.
Rarely, a dedifferentiated chondrosarcoma exhibits an osteoclast-rich component: detection of an
IDH1/2 mutation allows the diagnosis to be made but the absence of such a mutation is not helpful.
2.7 Primary aneurysmal bone cyst (ABC)
2.7.1 ABC is an intramedullary osteolytic tumour presenting in any bone over a wide age range but
usually in patients under 30. Genetically it is characterised by a USP6 fusion gene in 70% of cases. As
there are a wide range of fusion partners, FISH is the best clinical test available at present for
detection of the USP6 rearrangement. An identical molecular signature also occurs in nodular
fasciitis 42.
2.7.2 Histologically, the tumour is composed of solid and cystic areas in varying proportions: there
are blood-filled spaces surrounded by with fibrous septae often containing osteoid seams,
sometimes exhibiting a blue hue, referred to as ‘blue bone’ (Figure 6C). Secondary aneurysmal bone
cyst is a frequent reactive morphological appearance associated with any primary bone tumour,
although most commonly seen with benign lesions. This component does not harbour the USP6
alteration seen in the primary ABC. The presence of secondary bone cyst change can account for
rapid and worrying expansion of a benign tumour.
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2.8 Non-ossifying fibroma
2.8.1 Non-ossifying fibroma (metaphyseal fibrous defect) is a fibrohistiocytic lesion occurring in the
metaphyseal region of tubular long bones, typically in skeletally immature individuals with a
characteristic imaging appearance Image. Favoured sites include the distal femur and the proximal
and distal ends of the tibia. Histologically, non-ossifying fibroma is composed of bland spindleshaped cells and macrophages with a storiform architecture (Figure 6D). They often undergo
spontaneous involution, raising the possibility that they represent a reactive rather than neoplastic
process. See section on multifocal osteoclast-rich lesions 37, 38.

2.9 Giant cell-rich lesions of the craniofacial skeleton
2.9.1 A wide range of giant cell rich lesions occur in the craniofacial skeleton, some of which are
associated with specific diseases with germline alterations, namely neurofibromatosis/Jaffe
Campannacci syndrome (NF1), Cherubism (SH3BP2), and Noonan/Leopard syndrome (most
commonly PTPN11, but also KRAS, BRAF, HRAS, and others)

43

. Central and peripheral reparative

giant cell granulomas are distinguished radiologically by continuity with the bone, and pure soft
tissue involvement, respectively. If a central giant cell granuloma recurs or behaves aggressively,
consideration should be given to whether the patient may harbour one of the aforementioned
germline disorders. The lesions occurring on the background of one of these germline disorders
exhibit similar morphologies to a non-ossifying fibroma. However, the histological spectrum extends
to those found in giant cell tumour of bone. Giant cell tumour of bone (defined as harbouring a H3.3
G34W mutation) has not been reported in the jaw 44.
FIBRO-OSSEOUS TUMOURS
3.0 Fibrous Dysplasia
3.0.1 Fibrous dysplasia is a central benign neoplastic fibro-osseous tumour presenting in monostotic
(75%) or polyostotic (25%) forms. Any bone can be affected and the imaging is characterised by a
‘ground glass’ appearance on x-ray. The lesion should not ‘break through’ the cortical bone although
this can occur in ‘thin’ bones such as the skull, ribs and small bones of the hand. Presenting
symptoms include pain, deformity, fracture and cranial nerve defects, depending on the bone
involved.
3.0.2 Fibrous dysplasia is associated with hypophosphatemia in 10% of cases hence calcium and
phosphate should be measured in all affected patients 45. We like to include this recommendation in
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our pathology report. The hypophosphatemia is caused by fibroblastic growth factor 23 being
secreted by tumour cells and exerting a systemic effect on the kidneys. This can result in bowing of
the legs and skeletal deformities in the immature/growing skeleton and requires treatment. Referral
to a metabolic bone specialist is recommended.
3.0.3 Histologically, fibrous dysplasia is characterised by bland monotonous spindle cells in which
variable amounts of immature woven bone (appreciable on polarisation) is seen, arranged in
irregular angulated and curvilinear trabeculae – so-called “Chinese characters.” The bony trabeculae
lack osteoblastic rimming (in contrast to osteofibrous dysplasia – vide infra)46. Mitotic figures are not
common, although more so in children, and should consequently arouse suspicion of malignancy.
3.0.4 The main differential diagnosis of fibrous dysplasia is a low grade central osteosarcoma, and if
protruding out of the medullary cavity, a parosteal osteosarcoma. GNAS mutations and MDM2
amplification are mutually exclusive, helping to distinguish these lesions 33. Osteofibrous dysplasia
should always be considered in the differential diagnosis in the tibia and fibula, and
immunohistochemistry for broad-spectrum cytokeratins always performed. The presence of
cytokeratin expression and GNAS mutations are mutually exclusive. Fibrous dysplasia may also be
associated with intra-muscular myxoma, Mazabraud syndrome, which also harbours the GNAS
mutation as part of the mosaic disorder.
3.1 Osteofibrous dysplasia is a benign cortical-based tumour occurring essentially only in the tibia
and fibula. It may be associated with a cMET germline mutation, when it presents bilaterally in
young patients 47. These mutations have not been detected in the sporadic variant of the disease.
Histologically, it is very similar to fibrous dysplasia but is distinguished by osteoblastic rimming of the
bony trabeculae and the presence of cytokeratin-positive cells, a feature which is mutually exclusive
with the presence of GNAS mutations. Osteofibrous dysplasia is considered to be the precursor of
adamantinoma, although this transition is a rare event.
NOTOCHORDAL TUMOURS
3.2 Chordoma
3.2.1Chordoma is a malignant tumour showing notochordal differentiation and is considered to
originate from persistent midline embryonic notochord elements. Chordoma is a sporadic disease in
the vast majority of cases and may exceptionally be inherited as an autosomal dominant trait,
brought about by tandem duplication of the brachyury gene, otherwise known as T. Chordoma
occurs in the axial skeleton from the spheno-occipital region/base of skull to the sacro-coccygeum: it
occurs very occasionally in extra-axial bone, and soft tissue sites 48. Chordoma presents at all ages
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from birth but most commonly in the 5th and 6th decades. In the paediatric age group, they occur
most commonly in the spheno-occital region and the cervical spinal column. The median survival is 7
years. Metastases present late, usually several years after initial presentation, with spread to other
bones and unusual sites such as the subcutaneous tissue. The mainstay of management is surgery in
association with particles or photons, allowing higher doses of radiation

49

. EGFR inhibitors have

been identified as a potential new therapeutic option 50.
3.2.2 Most chordomas exhibit a typical histology (Figure 7A), and given their clear cell morphology,
the differential diagnosis includes metastatic carcinoma and chondrosarcoma. The diagnostic
challenge is compounded by the fact that chordoma expresses cytokeratin51. However, brachyury
expression, the diagnostic hallmark of chordoma except in the dedifferentiated variant, is rarely
seen in carcinoma (Figures 7B and7C) 49. Chondroid differentiation may be noted but these cells also
express brachyury and this morphology does not appear to influence the clinical outcome or
treatment.
3.2.3 Benign notochordal cell tumour (BNCT) arises in the same anatomical regions as chordoma 52.
Radiologists can generally make the diagnosis on imaging and therefore they are rarely biopsied.
There is no consensus on how to monitor patients in whom these lesions are identified.
Histologically they can be mistaken for adipose tissue but express brachyury and cytokeratins (Figure
7D). Occasionally these are found adjacent to chordoma providing supportive evidence that they
represent a precursor tumour. BNCT has a notochordal phenotype but does not show permeation
into the host bone or soft tissue involvement. Ecchordosis physaliphoroa is a benign notochordal cell
tumour occurring in the spheno-occipitalial region.
ROUND CELL TUMOURS
3.3 EWING SARCOMA AND EWING SARCOMA FAMILY OF TUMOURS (ESFT)
A diagnosis of a ‘round cell tumour’ should rarely be given today as most tumours with this
morphology can be classified on the basis of a genetic event and or immunohistochemistry.
Most ESFT harbour an EWSR1 rearrangement, however EWSR1 alterations are found in many other
tumour types including clear cell sarcoma, angiomatoid fibrous histiocytoma, myoepithelioma,
extraskeletal myxoid chondrosarcoma and desmoplastic small round cell tumour. As such,
morphological evaluation is paramount.
3.3.1 Ewing sarcoma is a malignant “small round cell” tumour showing neuroectodermal
differentiation. Previously sub-classified as peripheral neuroectodermal tumours (PNET), Askin
tumours and others these are now collectively referred to as the Ewing sarcoma family of tumours
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(ESFT). They occur at all sites, both in bone and soft tissue, although 80% of those in bone present in
children whereas the soft tissue tumours mainly occur in adults. They are typically sited in the
metaphyseal/diaphyseal region of the tubular long bones of the extremities. Clinically the tumour
may mimic osteomyelitis presenting with pain, fever, weight loss and leucocytosis. The prognosis of
Ewing sarcoma has dramatically improved since the advent of modern chemo-therapeutic regimes in
the 1980s but little thereafter. The 5-year survival rates for localised tumours is approximately 7080% but only 15-30% for tumours which are metastatic at presentation 53.
3.3.2 Histologically, Ewing sarcomas exhibit a monotonous “small round cell” appearance with
membranous immunoreactivity for CD99 but they occasionally show a more pleomorphic
morphology (atypical Ewing sarcoma), with less prominent CD99 expression (Figure 8A, B). CD99 has
poor specificity and positivity should be combined with identification of a recurrent genetic
alteration for diagnostic confirmation of Ewing sarcoma. 90% harbour an EWS-FLI1 fusion gene
(Figure 8C). Other fusion partners have been described, including ERG and ETV1. In addition, there
are tumours referred to as Ewing-like sarcomas representing part of the ESFT lacking the
characteristic molecular signature. These tumours show a predominantly round cell appearance
although with a more varied morphology: they are characterised by translocations in CIC-DUX4, and
BCOR-CCNB3 (Figure 8D). The latter occurs in bone. Although it is a contentious issue as to whether
these tumours belong to the Ewing family of sarcomas, they are currently treated with the same
neoadjuvant chemotherapy regimens54. There are new potential emerging diagnostic markers
detectible by immunohistochemistry such as NKX2-2, a downstream target of EWSR1-FLI1. This
marker is sensitive but not specific for the diagnosis of Ewing sarcoma, being expressed in other
tumours including mesenchymal chondrosarcoma, CIC-DUX4 and BCOR-CCNB3 rearranged round cell
sarcomas, meaning it may have limited diagnostic utility55.
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Figure 1: Enchondromas and conventional central chondrosarcoma.
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A. Enchondroma (MRI): a well-defined expansile lobular chondral tumour within the proximal
aspect of the proximal phalanx of the left fifth toe showing a characteristic punctate pattern
of calcification without exciting a periosteal reaction, or extending into soft tissues.
B. Chondrosarcoma GII (MRI): a patient with Ollier’s disease showing multiple chondral
tumours. The largest tumour is present at the superior aspect of the left iliac crest and left
supra-acetabular region. The tumour has a heterogeneous appearance with osseous
destruction and an accompanying periosteal reaction.
C. Enchondroma (H&E x40): a cartilaginous tumour with a hyaline matrix containing evenly
distributed chondrocytes with closed pyknotic nuclei (closed chromatin pattern) that may be
mistaken for mitotic figures. The mature cartilaginous tumour is encased by a rim of lamellar
bone: no host bone permeation is noted (*).
D. Conventional central chondrosarcoma, GI (H&E x40): a cartilaginous tumour with a hyaline
matrix showing slight disorganisation of the chondrocytes, but the nuclei exhibit a closed
chromatin pattern. Extensive host bone permeation is noted with formation of Howslip’s
lacunae appreciated, confirming malignancy (*).
E. Conventional central chondrosarcoma, GII (H&E x100): a hypercellular cartilaginous tumour
with myxoid stromal change and spindled tumour cells with an open chromatin pattern and
prominent nucleoli.
F. Conventional central chondrosarcoma, GIII (H&E x200): highly atypical cells with an open
chromatin pattern and hyperchromasia. Mitotic activity is easily appreciated. Two or more
figures/10 high power fields classifies the tumour as grade III 56.
Figure 2: Osteochondroma and conventional peripheral chondrosarcoma.
A. Osteochondroma: an outer fibrous peri-chondrial layer with an underlying hyaline
cartilaginous cap, showing variable calcification. The uncalcified portion of the cartilaginous
cap measures <20mm, a reassuring feature supporting a benign lesion.
B. Conventional peripheral chondrosarcoma: the uncalcified portion of the cartilaginous cap is
>20mm with an irregular nodular configuration: this is indicative of malignant
transformation in skeletally mature individuals.
C. Osteochondroma, (H&E x20): a mature hyaline cartilaginous cap featuring organised
chondrocytes with a closed chromatin pattern and underlying endochondral ossification. No
permeation into the underlying medullary bone is seen. The uncalcified portion of the
cartilaginous cap is marked with a double-headed arrow. Only this portion of the
cartilaginous cap is considered when assessing for malignant transformation.
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D. Conventional peripheral chondrosarcoma, GII (H&E x40): note the hyaline stroma and
disorganised chondrocytes. The uncalcified portion of the cartilaginous cap in this case
measures 35mm.

Figure 3: Non-conventional cartilaginous tumours.
A. Chondroblastoma (H&E x100). Oval neoplastic chondroblasts with eosinophilic cytoplasm
are distributed throughout. Note the focal calcification, which if extensive, imparts a socalled characteristic “chicken wire” appearance. Inset: Immunohistochemistry for H3F3
K36M showing nuclear positivity, confirming the diagnosis.
B. Chondromyxoid fibroma (H&E x100). The tumour cells have a spindled to stellate
morphology with amphopihilic cytoplasm and a closed chromatin pattern set in a myxoid
cartilaginous matrix. Peripheral cellularity imparts a pseudo-lobular appearance. No mitotic
figures or necrosis is appreciable, helping to differentiate this tumour from a
chondrosarcoma, GII. This can be confirmed by radiological correlation.
C. BPOP (H&E x20). A surface-based cellular fibro-osseous cartilaginous tumour showing the
osseous component here with a strong haemotoxyphilic ‘blue’ staining pattern. Note there is
no cytological atypia. The lesions are small and often scraped off thus the histology is
disrupted and imaging may not be available.
D. Mesenchymal chondrosarcoma (H&E x40). A bi-phasic tumour represented by welldifferentiated cartilage and primitive monotonous malignant “small round blue cells”. A
prominent haemangiopericytomatous vascular pattern is also noted.

Figure 4: Osteoid osteoma
Microscopy (H&E x40). The figure demonstrates a central nidus of an osteoid osteoma. Plump
osteoblasts and conspicuous osteoclasts line the bone trabeculae. Between the trabeculae there is
conspicuous vascularity. The nidus is surrounded but more mature bone (arrow) present at the
periphery. These features are also seen in osteoblastoma. When interpreted in the context of the
radiological features, this tumour should not be misdiagnosed as osteosarcoma.

Figure 5: Conventional Osteosarcoma.
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A. A high grade osteoblastic osteosarcoma post-chemotherapy-treated distal femoral
resection. A metaphyseal-diaphyseal-sited tumour with extension to the epiphysis. Cortical
breach with periosteal elevation (Codman’s triangle) and soft tissue extension are
appreciated.
B. The percentage of response to pre-operative chemotherapy requires histological assessment
of a complete cross section of the specimen (bone slab).
C. High grade osteoblastic osteosarcoma (H&E x100). Tumour cells with a high-grade
morphology with marked nuclear pleomorphism and atypical mitoses. Osteoid deposition is
extensive.
D. High grade chondroblastic osteosarcoma (H&E x100). Malignant tumour with chondroblastic
features showing a myxo-hyaline cartilaginous matrix with pleomorphic tumour cells. The
degree of nuclear atypia combined with the hyaline quality of the matrix favours a diagnosis
of chondroblastic osteosarcoma. Osteoid deposition varies but is sparse in this case.
E. High grade fibroblastic osteosarcoma (H&E x40). Osteoid production with pleomorphic
tumour cells set in a densely collagenised stroma. Host bone entrapment is noted with
formation of Howslip’s lacunae (**).
F. Low grade central osteosarcoma (H&E x40). Mildly atypical spindle cells arranged in a
fascicular architecture and irregular bony trabeculae showing entrapment of adjacent host
bone.

Figure 6 Osteoclast Cell Rich Tumours.
A. Giant cell tumour of bone (H&E x100): The neoplastic mononuclear cells are oval with
moderate amounts of eosinophilic cytoplasm and occasionally prominent nucleoli.
Osteoclast-like giant cells are evenly distributed throughout. There is no cytological atypia
within the mononuclear cells or atypical mitoses, helping to exclude an osteoclast-rich
osteosarcoma. Scattered typical mitoses may be seen.
B. G34W Immunohistochemistry (H&E x100): Nuclear immunoreactivity within the
mononuclear cells confirming the presence of a H3.3 G34W mutation. Note the lack of
reactivity in the osteoclast-like giant cells serve as an internal negative control.
C. Aneurysmal bone cyst (H&E x40): Cystic tumour in which the neoplastic component is
represented by inconspicuous monotonous spindle cells. Not the osseous metasplasia with a
characteristic blue hue so-called “blue bone” (*). Inset: FISH for USP6 using a break apart
probe showing a split signal, confirming the presence of a rearrangement.
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D. Non-ossifying fibroma (H&E x100): Metaphyseal lesion composed of monomorphic spindle
cells with a fibro-histiocytic morphology with a storiform architecture associated with
numerous foamy histiocytes and scattered osteoclast-like giant cells: the inset shows
histological detail. No significant cytological atypia is seen.

Figure 7: Notochordal Cell Tumours.
A. Chordoma (H&E x100): The tumour consists of cords of cells with well-defined cytoplasmic
boundaries, foamy or bubbly cytoplasm and prominent nucleoli. The bubbly quality gives
rise to the characteristic term “physaliphorous cell”. There are intervening fibrous septae
and myxoid changes in the background stroma.
B. Brachyury Expression (IHC x100): Strong nuclear positivity helping to distinguish the tumour
from a metastatic clear cell carcinoma and chondrosarcoma.
C. Dedifferentiated chordoma (H&E x40): Chordoma with an adjacent undifferentiated spindle
cell tumour. Identification of the differentiated component in combination with the
radiological features and characteristic axial location all support the diagnosis.
D. Benign Notochordal Cell Tumour (H&E x40): Tumour composed of clear cells with bland
nuclear features and a notochordal phenotype. There is no cytological atypia, myxoid
change or necrosis, allowing a confident distinction to be made in most instances. This
tumour was seen incidentally following resection of a sacral osteosarcoma.

Figure 8 The Ewing Sarcoma Family of Tumours (ESFT)
A. Ewing sarcoma (H&E x100): Tumour with a monotonous “small round cell” morphology
composed of cells with scanty cytoplasm. Homer-Wright rosettes may be present, indicative
of neuroectodermal differentiation.
B. Immunohistochemistry for CD99 (H&E x100): Strong membranous staining characteristic of
Ewing sarcoma. This marker has low specificity and must be interpreted in the context of the
radiological and morphological findings.
C. Break-apart probe for the EWSR1 gene from the case shown in figure 8A: red and green
signals split apart indicating a positive result, confirming the diagnosis of Ewing sarcoma.
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D. CIC-DUX4 rearranged sarcoma (H&E x100): A malignant tumour with a “small round cell”
morphology. Note that the cells show a more variable degree of pleomorphism and are less
monotonous that in conventional Ewing sarcoma.
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